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Abstract 

This paper is examining about Cloud computing, its experience, design and at last covering 

relative investigation of the vitally open source programming, for example, CloudStack, 

Eucalyptus, Radiance, OpenStack and OpenNebula for cloud execution and deficiencies in 

distributed computing. The primary objective of this paper is to present idea of distributed 

computing, correlation among the five principal open source programming projects for cloud 

execution and backing for engineers in choosing best open source programming which give the 

best answer for enterprises and service providing organizations. 
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1. Introduction: In the realm of Data Innovation, Cloud computing [4, 6] become a most well-

known word in late year. CLOUD implies Processing Area autonomous Internet based Utility that 

is accessible on- Request which permit clients to get to that are dwells on nearby, remote and 

other Web associated devices. The word cloud is utilized as a representation for "the Web," so 

the word cloud registering signifies "a sort of Web based processing," where various kinds of 

administrations, for example, servers, capacity as well as applications are conveyed to an 

association's PCs and gadgets through the Web. Cloud computing is an alternate kind of 

registering which depends on sharing registering assets as opposed to having nearby servers or 

individual devices to deal with applications. 

Cloud computing upholds a few significant key credits like abstraction, dynamic, asset sharing 

and practically endless adaptability. 

2. Cloud Computing: Cloud computing [4, 6] enables a network with the capacity of distributed 

computing, where a program and application might run on many associated PCs simultaneously. 

Cloud computing depends on sharing of assets to accomplish lucidness as well as economies of 

scale, like a utility over an organization. The cloud centers around amplifying the viability of the 

common assets and cloud assets are typically shared by different clients as well as progressively 

redistributed per request. Cloud computing is mostly used to sell hosted services administrations 

in the feeling of use administration provisioning which run client server programming at a far off 

area. Client computing offers a few significant types of assistance like Software as a Service 

(SaaS), Plateform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Hardware as a Service 
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(Haas) and Everything as a Service (Eaas). These kinds of cloud administrations presented in a 

public, private or crossover organization. Some renowned notable cloud merchants are Microsoft 

Azure, , Amazon, Oracle Cloud, IBM, Rackspace, Salesforce, Zoho and Google. 

 

Diagram 1: Overview of Cloud Computing 

3. Backgrounds: Cloud computing [4, 6] ideas date back to the 1950s when enormous scope 

centralized servers were made accessible to the scholarly community and companies. Because 

of some reasons, for example, cost of purchasing and keeping up with mainframe computers, an 

association wouldn't have the option to bear the cost of a centralized computer for every client, 

so it became practice to permit numerous clients to share admittance to same data storage layer 

as well as computer chip power from any station. During the 1970s, IBM likewise delivered a 

working framework called Virtual Machines (VMs) that permitted administrators on their 

Framework/370 centralized computer frameworks to have numerous virtual frameworks on a 

solitary actual hub. Virtualization sums up the actual framework, which is the most unbending 

part, and makes it accessible as a delicate part that is not difficult to utilize and oversee and it 

turned into a gigantic impetus for probably the greatest developments in correspondences and 

figuring reason. During the 1990s, media communications organizations, who generally just 

offered single devoted highlight point to pint connections, began offering virtualized private 

organization administrations with equivalent same nature of administration, yet at a lower cost. 

In 2006, Google Docs administrations are created, which brought the force of cloud computing 

as well as report sharing straightforwardly to end clients. In mid-2008, Eucalyptus turned out to 

be generally significant first open-source and AWS Programming interface viable stage for 

conveying private clouds. In mid-2008, OpenNebula, additionally improved in the Repository 

European Commission-subsidized project, which turned into the principal open-source 

programming for sending private, half and half mists and furthermore for the league of mists. In 
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2011, IBM sent off the IBM SmartCloud structure to help smarter Planet and in 2012, Oracle 

declared the Oracle Cloud. Oracle Cloud offering is presented to be quick to furnish clients with 

admittance to an incorporated arrangement of IT arrangements, including the Software (SaaS), 

Platform (PaaS), and Infrastructure (IaaS) layers. The current accessibility of high-capacity 

networks, storage devices, the broad reception of equipment virtualization, minimal expense 

PCs, administration situated design, autonomic and utility processing have prompted a 

development in distributed computing. The principal objective of cloud computing is to permit 

clients to take benefit from these innovations, without the requirement for profound information 

and furthermore its plans to reduce expenses, and assist the clients with zeroing in on their center 

business as opposed to being blocked by IT snags. 

4. Architecture of Cloud Computing: Cloud computing engineering contains the parts along with 

subcomponents expected for cloud computing. These all parts chiefly comprise of a front end 

stage, for example, fat client, thin client, cell phone and back end platforms, for example, storage, 

servers, cloud based conveyance, and an organization like Web, Intranet, and Inter-cloud. 

Consolidated, these a wide range of parts make up distributed computing architecture. 

 

Diagram 2: Architecture of Cloud Computing 

a. Front End Platform: These clients involve servers, fat clients, zero clients, thin clients, 

tablets as well as a wide range of cell phones. These client stages speak with the cloud 

information capacity by means of middleware, through an internet browser, or through 

a virtual meeting. The zero or ultra-thin client starts the network to gather required setup 

documents which tell it where its operating system pairs are put away. Every one of the 

zero client gadgets goes through the network. This creates a single point of failure; for 
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this situation, in the event that the organization goes down, the gadget is delivered 

useless. 

b. Back End Platform: It for the most part contains cloud server, distributed storage, cloud 

based conveyance and network. 

Cloud storage: In web-based network capacity, information is put away and open to various 

clients. Distributed storage is principally conveyed in the accompanying setups, for example, 

private cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud or local area cloud. 

Cloud based Delivery: Administration models of cloud contain like Software as a Service 

(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Help (IaaS). 

5. Open Cloud Platforms:  

a. Eucalyptus: Eucalyptus [1, 2, 17, 18] is free, open-source PC programming for making 

Amazon Web Administrations (AWS) viable private and cross breed distributed computing 

conditions advertised by the organization Eucalyptus Frameworks. Eucalyptus [13] 

empowers pooling register, stockpiling, and organization assets that can be powerfully 

increased or down as application jobs change. Eucalyptus has six parts like Cloud 

Regulator (CLC), Walrus, Group Regulator (CC), Capacity Regulator (SC), VMware 

Intermediary, and Hub Regulator (NC). 

 

b. CloudStack: Apache CloudStack [2, 15] is a high level undertaking of the Apache Software 

Foundation (ASF) and it is rapidly picking up speed among a few networks. CloudStack 

[15, 16] is open source cloud computing software for making, managing, and conveying 

public as well as confidential Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud. It utilizes a few 

hypervisors like KVM, vSphere, and XenServer/XCP for virtualization. CloudStack was 

created by Cloud.com, previously known as VMOps and its most memorable stable 

variant of CloudStack was delivered in 2013. CloudStack [13] support a few key elements, 

for example, Hypervisor rationalist, Depiction the board, Utilization metering, Worked in 

high-accessibility for has and VMs, AJAX web GUI for the executives, AWS Programming 

interface similarity, Organization the executives (Vlan's, security gatherings), Virtual 

switches, firewalls, load balancers, Multi-job support. 

 

c. OpenStack: The underlying contributes of OpenStack [2, 5, 7] are NASA and Rackspace in 

2010. OpenStack is the quickest developing free open source programming as well as an 

assortment of open source programming project which engineers and distributed 

computing technologist can use to arrangement as well as run their cloud process and 

capacity foundation moreover. The OpenStack [13] project comprises of mix of three 

primary parts like OpenStack Compute Framework (Nova), OpenStack Object Store 

Foundation (Swift) and OpenStack Picture Service Foundation (Glance). OpenStack [9] 
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Picture Foundation is the fundamental piece of Framework as a help as well as it likewise 

is the registering Texture regulator for the OpenStack cloud. OpenStack Item Store 

Framework offers a disseminated, predictable virtual article holder in which bunches of 

information can be store, oversee and from which information can be recover it is 

equipped for putting away enormous number of item circulated across hubs. OpenStack 

Picture Administration Foundation is a query and recovery framework for virtual machine 

pictures. 

 

d. Nimbus: The Nimbus [3, 19] is a significant tool compartment which, when introduced on 

a bunch, gives a infrastructure as a service (IaaS) cloud to its client through WSRF-based 

or Amazon EC2 WSDL web administration APIs. Nimbus [20] is free as well as open-source 

programming and dependent upon the necessities of the Apache Permit, adaptation 2. 

Nimbus [19] upholds Xen and KVM hypervisors as well as virtual machine schedulers 

Versatile Cluster Framework and Oracle Grid Engine. Nimbus permits arrangement of self-

designed virtual bunches through contextualization and furthermore it is configurable 

concerning usages, organizing leases, and use bookkeeping. Nimbus Framework is an 

open source EC2 or S3-viable Foundation as-a-Administration execution explicitly 

principal focusing on elements important to mainstream researchers like help for 

intermediary qualifications, group schedulers, best-exertion distributions and some more. 

 

e. OpenNebula: OpenNebula [2, 7, 21] is a cloud computing tool stash which is accustomed 

to overseeing heterogeneous distributed data center infrastructures. OpenNebula tool 

stash controls a server farm's virtual framework to construct private, public as well as 

hybrid executions of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). OpenNebula [9] organizes storage, 

network, virtualization, observing, and security advances to convey multi-level 

administrations, for example, process bunches as virtual machines on circulated 

frameworks, joining the two server farm assets as well as remote cloud assets. 

OpenNebula [13] is a distributed computing tool stash incorporates fundamental 

elements for joining, the board, versatility, security and bookkeeping, It likewise 

guarantees normalization, interoperability, transportability, furnishing cloud clients and 

directors with a decision of a few cloud connection points like Amazon EC2 Question, OGF 

Open Distributed computing Point of interaction and vCloud and hypervisors like Xen, 

KVM and VMware, and can oblige numerous equipment as well as programming blends 

in a server farm. OpenNebula distributed computing tool compartment is utilized by, for 

example, facilitating suppliers, telecom administrators, IT administrations suppliers, 

supercomputing focuses, research labs, and global examination projects. 

6. Comparative study: The accompanying table characterizes a few elements of stages such 

CloudStack, Eucalypyus, Glow, OpenStack, and OpenNebula: 
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Features   Eucalyptus CloudStack OpenStack Nimbus OpenNebula 

Initial  release 

date  
2008-05-29  2010-05-04  2010-10-21  2009-01-09  2008-03-22  

Focus   
Infrastructur

e   

Infrastructur

e  

Infrastructur

e   

Infrastructur

e   

Infrastructur

e   

License  
Proprietary, 

GPL v3  

Apache 

license  

Apache 

License  

Apache 

License  

Apache 

License  

Cloud  

Implementatio

n   

Private  &  

Hybrid   

Public  &  

Private  

Public  &  

Hybrid   

Public   

  

Private, 

Hybrids & 

Public   

Form of cloud   IaaS   IaaS  IaaS   IaaS   IaaS   

User  access  

interface   

Web Service, 

Command-

line   

Rich  

Management

, Brand-able  

Self  Service  

User 

Interface  

Web-

interface   

EC2  

WSDL,WSRF   

libvirt,  EC2,  

OCCI API   

  

Scalability   Scalable   Scalable  Scalable   Scalable   
Dynamical,  

Scalable   

Service Type   
Compute,  

Storage   

Service, Disk, 
Network  
Offerings and  

Templates  

Compute  

(Nova), 

Storage  

(Swift)   

Compute,  

Storage   

Compute,  

Storage   

Compatibility   
Support  

EC2,S3   

Support  

Amazon EC2 

and S3 APIs.  

Supports 

multiple  

platforms   

Support EC2   
open,  multi- 

platform   

Web APIs   Yes   Yes  Yes   Yes   Yes   

Deployment   Dynamic   Dynamic  Dynamic   Dynamic   Dynamic   

Virtualization   

Xen (versions  

3.*),  KVM  

Hypervisor 

Support   

embedded 

software-

based 

network 

management 

and VLAN  

Xen and KVM   Xen   
VMWare, 

Xen and KVM   
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OS support   Linux   

Windows,  

Linux,  and  

various  

versions  of  

BSD  

Linux,   

Ubuntu    
Linux   Linux   

Programming  

Framework   
C, Java   Java, Python  Python   Java, Python   

C++, C, Ruby, 
Java, Shell  
script, lex, 

yacc  

Table 1: Features of Platforms 

The accompanying table 2, characterizes correlation of open cloud stage characteristics: 

Features  Eucalyptus CloudStack OpenStack Nimbus OpenNebula 

Disk  Image  

Options   

Options set by 

admin   

Users can 
manage their 
cloud with an 
easy to use 
Web 
interface, 
command 
line tools, 
RESTful  
API  

Glance  has  

RESTful API   

Depends  on  

configuration    

In private 

cloud, most 

libvirt 

options left 

open.    

Disk  Image  

Storage    

Walrus, which 
imitates  
Amazons S3   

iSCSI or NFS  Nova    

Cumulus  

(recent 

update from 

GridFTP)   

A shared file 

system, by 

default NFS, 

or SCP   

Hypervisors   
Xen, KVM (VM 
Ware in non- 
open source)   

VMware, 

KVM,  

XenServer, 
Xen Cloud 
Platform  
(XCP) and 

Hyper-V  

Open  

Virtualization  

Format (OVF)   

Xen, KVM   
Xen,  KVM,  

VMware   

Unique  

Features   

User 
management  
web interface   

Clustered 

LVM,  

NetScaler 

Support &  

Unified  

Authenticatio

n  

System   

Nimbus  

context 

broker   

VM  migration  

supported   
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LDAP 

Integration  

 

7. Faults in Cloud Computing: In Cloud computing [10, 14] processing depends on far off PC 

so there are more possibilities of fault produce. To limit disappointment influence on the 

framework, application execution, disappointments ought to be expected as well as 

proactively dealt with. Adaptation to non-critical failure is utilized to foresee these kinds of 

disappointments and make a precise move before disappointments really happen. There are 

a few deficiencies which can happen in cloud computing [14]. 

a. Memory Threshold: Memory Threshold, in which, some memory and limit esteem is given 

by the cloud server to the client. In the event that the client is getting to records past its 

breaking point, it naturally is considered as a shortcoming [14]. 

 

b. Credential Fault: In credential issue, unapproved client attempts to getting to the records 

from the cloud by adjusting the current documents. Different sorts of adaptation to 

internal failure procedures can be utilized that can either be task level and work process 

level [14]. 

8. Conclusions: Open Cloud stages give adaptability, on request services and permit lot of 

customization. The open source cloud stage gives elements to end-client to further 

developed adaptability, compactness, and adaptability as well as on-request premise 

administrations. This paper makes sense of qualities of distributed computing, administration 

model, sending models, design and analyzes the five most well-known and regularly utilized 

open source programming like Eucalyptus, CloudStack, OpenStack, Nimbus, and OpenNebula. 

The investigation and outline would assist the clients with figuring out the attributes and 

would permit clients to pick better administrations as indicated by their necessities and 

furthermore pursue more bound together choice on the open source cloud stage as per their 

similarity, versatility, execution, interfaces, arrangement prerequisite, and improvement 

support. Since distributed computing is a generally significant and developing innovation 

many highlights which are being added the examination depends on the ongoing elements 

as well as innovation accessible in these all open source stage anyway there is need for 

consolidation, undertakings of additional highlights to work on these systems. 
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